
“They Say” Employees are Valued…  

But Where is the Evidence? 



The Doubt Cloud: The Place Where Opposing Beliefs Collide,   
Disconnects Multiply and Good Ideas Die.

What “They Say” vs. What We Do
C-suite leaders drive productivity and profitability.

“They say” that’s done via employee engagement. 
- Are leaders doing this? 
- Is it even true?

Employee performance is tied to trust.

“They say” they are building a culture of growth 
and inclusion. 
- Is that happening? 
- What does that look like? 
- How does it feel?
- How do you analyze it, measure it, track the ROI?



There is a Gap Between What “They Say” 
and How “They Measure” Engagement
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Let’s Look at the Evidence 



It Doesn’t Add Up

In reviewing the evidence, the 
numbers are clearly not adding up.  

- Employer/Employee trust is at an all 
time low. Only 31% of employees are 
engaged at work.

- Leaders try to stifle their frustrations 
when employees’ “feelings” disrupt 
productivity.
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What “They Say” Corporate Management Wants 
Is Very Different to What “They Say” They’ve Got 

There Is a Massive Gap Between…

What They Want

▪ 10X Revenues

▪ Innovative, remarkable in-demand products

▪ Innovation driven by diverse teams

▪ Productive happy people

▪ Engaged, aligned, happy teams

What They’ve Got

▪ Flat/stagnant revenues

▪ Same products everyone else has 

▪ Competing on price slashes profits

▪Group think that stifles creativity 

▪Under-productive, whining staff

▪ Employee related litigation

▪ Conflict between employees



“They Say” The Customer Always Comes First

Customers 

(External Customer) 

Employees 

(Internal Customers) 

Why Measure Customer Engagement  Employee Engagement Differently?

▪ Are not given constructive (or any) feedback

▪ Are more often told off for what they got wrong 
than praised for what they get right

▪ Are tasked with more work

▪ Are profiled on their performance reviews– which 
they dread

▪ Are treated as overhead, just another expense

▪ Are promoted based on popularity

▪ Aren’t given tools/training to be more productive  
or make the company more profitable 

▪ Are surveyed

▪ Are thanked/appreciated regularly

▪ Are ethically bribed

▪ Are asked, “How can we earn your business?”

▪ Are profiled according to buying activities

▪ Are funneled into purchase flows that measure 
conversion

▪ Are recognized for loyalty (more profitable)

▪ Are marketed to regularly



“They Say,” But We Have A Great Culture!

Is your culture more like A or B?  Is engagement even present?  How do you know?

CULTURE A: Engaged

▪Do they arrive on time? 

▪ Are they willing, innovative? 

▪Do they do more than asked?

▪ If asked privately, will they say their work is fun?

▪Do they openly support management goals? 

▪Do all participate in corporate arranged events?

CULTURE B: Disengaged

▪Does work arrival time vary?

▪Do they prep slowly for the day’s work?

▪ Is doing the minimum, the norm? 

▪Do they think work is too hard, too big a load 
or overwhelming?

▪Do they say they support management publicly, 
but their whispers say otherwise?

▪Do they participate just enough ‘for show?’



“They Say” Show Me The ROI!
Do we invest in improving the customer experience or in developing employees?

Aren’t great employees a key element in a great customer experience? 

Customer Experience

▪Dedicated UX Hardware and Software

▪ Sophisticated analytical measurement tools

▪ Algorithms for everything

▪ The world’s best consultants address problems 

▪ Technical analysis on demand

▪ Industry standards and groups

Employee Experience

▪ Left to their own measurement  (self-assess)

▪Work is measured by supervisors (subjective)

▪Operate in a vacuum with little feedback

▪Direction is often vague

▪Minimal to no professional development

▪No tasks designed to expand skills/knowledge



“They Say” Investing in Employees = Investing in the Future

Companies that invest 
$1,500 on Training, Per 
Employee 

See an average of 24% 
HIGHER GROSS PROFIT 
margins,

218%

and 218% HIGHER 
REVENUE, PER EMPLOYEE

Generalized case studies and non ‘apples-to-apples’ statistics makes investments feel risky.  
Determining your company’s specific  ROI seems next to impossible, so nothing happens. 



So, How Can Employees & Employers BOTH Get What They Want?

It’s Time to Break Out of the Doubt Cloud!

Employees Want: 

▪ Flexibility 

▪ Purpose

▪ Career development

▪ Training

▪ Clear path to promotion

▪ Feedback 

▪ Advancement

▪ A coach or mentor

▪ Clear paths to awards 
and recognition

Employers Want:

▪ Increased revenues

▪ Lower costs

▪ New opportunities 

▪ Superior reputation/brand

▪ Innovation

▪ Diversity & inclusion

▪ Customer Acquisition

Leaders Want to Know



Employers & Employees Want To Know…
How To Be Their Best, Do Their Best, Increase Productivity & Profitability

We’re all in this together



Here’s How To Bridge the Gap

Start by identifying
the gap.

Focus on a specific 
outcome you want, 
and what will be 
gained by achieving 
it. Share this with 
employees at all 
levels to discover 
what roadblocks they 
see.

Map out the 
process, timing, 
goals and scope.   
Be sure to include 
roadblock detours 
or workarounds.

Calculate your ROI 
before beginning. 
Compare what doing 
nothing will cost vs. 
what you will gain 
through achieving the 
outcome you want.

If your ROI is 
beneficial, seek out 
expert guidance. 
Insist on proven 
processes and 
validated results



What Do YOU Say?

Unsure Where To Start?

Are Your Issues Hiding In Plain Sight? 

Having Trouble Calculating Your ROI? 

The Diverse Solutions We Develop For Diverse Workforces Produce Specific, Measurable Gains.

Email: info@variegategroup.com Phone:  702 408 2114 Website: www.variegategroup.com
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